CANDLE

KWC DYE PRO
DISCOVER THE NEW
COLOR STANDARD

Colors for candles

KWC DYE PRO
DISCOVER THE NEW
COLOR STANDARD

PRO COLOR. PRO PROCESSING. PRO PRICE.

Small pastilles, great effect. Hardly distinguishable
from the outside, but our new pastille has it all.
Color-intensive like never before and cost-efﬁcient
like never before. But one thing remains the same:
In contrast to conventional ﬂakes, each pastille contains exactly the same amount of color. This helps you
to easily and accurately reproduce colors. And if you
use our new and incredibly efﬁcient software Chameleon, color adjustments will be as easy as child‘s play.
Can I simply switch to KWC DYE PRO?
Sure. The satisfaction of our customers is the focus of everything we
develop. Our colors are easy to mix thanks to their purity and precision in
the manufacturing process. This is how we ensure that you as our customer always get the desired color-shade. It doesn’t matter whether
it is an existing color, or a new project. Our software Chameleon and
our laboratory are at your side with help and advice to support the
implementation. On the phone, by e-mail/chat or also personally locally.
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What’s so great about processing
KWC DYE PRO?

Why is Chameleon so good?

Thanks to its special processing during the produc-

color world of candles. We work out recipes in record

tion of the pastilles, we ensure optimum melting

time, give processing recommendations and make

behavior. Give it a try - you will notice that no solid

sure that our colors do what they are supposed to

dye dissolves faster at the same temperature and

do: To enable simple processing and trouble-free

ensures the best possible color experience!

working. Chameleon, our recipe database delivers

Because our team of experts is very familiar with the

real-time recipes.

Why do I save money by using
KWC DYE PRO?

Do I get direct help from KAISER
when I need it?

The efﬁciency of dyes is characterized by a variety of

YES! Because we are there for our customers. With

features. Low working temperatures reduce electric-

our agencies and branch ofﬁces worldwide we can

ity costs. High color strength saves material input.

guarantee help on every continent on Earth. We

Self-mixing saves storage costs (no obsolete colors)

support you with all matters. Call us, write us on

and high prices for ready-to-use colors especially with

WhatsApp, WeChat, Facebook, or send a message to

light shades. You would like to test all three advan-

service@kaiser-lacke.de

tages? Try KWC DYE PRO! The best combined in one
pastille!
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Phone +49 911 936 39 - 0
Fax
+49 911 936 39 - 99
www.kaiser-lacke.de
ofﬁce@kaiser-lacke.de

